
OSWALD AS SOLE SUSPECT 

RE: CHAPTER WRITING STRATEGY (SUBJECTS/ORDER) 

Addressing a luncheon meeting Theodore Vorhees, Chancellor-elect of the 

Philadelphia Bar Association admonished the legal profession for its alleged 

failure “to protest the publication of the evidence, the 24-hour interrogation, the 

violations of the prisoner’s rights.” Vorhees indicted the legal profession for 

standing idly by while Oswald was “lynched.” /folder 5/ item 8 

----- New York Times 12/5/1963 (Might want to 

check Ray Marcus vol. 2 for the page no. ) [my source folder 5/item 8]; 

QUESTION: Oswald in the frame. All the following sources found in LHO as sole 

suspect For shooting JFK 

e SAC, Dallas, to Director 3/30/’64 105-82555-3020 (section 124) LHO pix 

displayed in Dallas press on 11/22. The first exposure was transmitted on 

Ass Press Wire Photo System at 2:55 P.M. On 11/22 to all TV stations and 

newspapers who subscribed to the AP. Captioned matter said that LHO was 

arrested by Dallas Police for the Tippit murder and was questioned in the 

matter of the assassination of JFK. A Ferd Kaufman (AP ) photographer said 

he “received an anonymous tip that suspect had been captured in the 

Texas Theatre... .” (F 5/item 4). 

e SAC, Dallas, to Director 1/9/’64 105,82555-1354 (Sect. 64)mentions here 

that Inspector Sawyer heard from an “unidentified individual” (this is the 

phone call he got). .. .who said he saw an “unknown white male approx. 

30, slender build, 5’10”, 165 pounds running from TSBD. .. . (marry this 

with Sawyer’s account in WC records. . .and my other document). P. 2 Cites 

Fritz who that LHO was missing from TSBD and “was probably” the shooter 

in the JFK matter. . .Fritz claimed that what sealed it for him was that 

Oswald was the only one missing from the TSBD after the shooting. . 

(nonsense | will destroy later). lt further notes: “A review of DI Police radio 

log for 11/22 “reflects pertinent entry of 12:43 .. .a slender white male, 

about 30, 5 10, 165 pounds” ... .carrying rifle etc. . . This is what Sawyer



reported... (F 5/item 5). Then adds graph of Brennan’s description of 

shooter—all BS. 

Oswald as sole suspect, P. 2 (Chpt. Writing strategies) 

@ Handley to Rosen 11/23/’64 62-1009060-128 Pix of Oswald w/ rifle 

Curry teils press that pix “This clinches it.” That is, Oswald’s guilt in killing of 

JFK... .No forensic evidence needed. . .Pressure from WDC (has to be). . . 

HSCA interview w/ Joe Ball 12/18/1976 HSCA interview .. .Ball’s ridiculous 

defense of Brennan’s WC testimony. . .at this late date. Source: Weisberg 

archives from his office files on Joseph A. Ball. . .*(F 5/item 6). 

@ Griffith to Conrad 12/10/’63 62-109060-1775 FBI/Naval Photo Center 

find no evidence of anyone at the “sniper’s nest/SE corner of 6" floor at 

time of the shooting. . .(exonerates Oswald.) Match with the Sept. memo 

from Belmont to Tolson.. . .LHO did not fire a rifle on 11/22 

@ Check press accounts for 11/25 for stories of Oswald as sole assassin on 

the same day of Katz memo to Moyers. (More in the Katz file) [F. 5/item 9]; 

see for ex. Item 12 in F.5) 

@ Evans to Belmont 11/26/’63 (Key) * Example of Katz concern about 

public acceptance of “official line” (my “” marks). .. At this time the idea 

was to have CD 1 reviewed by Justice (Katz willing to assume this 

responsibility) . . . time of essence. Buried JFK on Monday (25"") and bury 

the truth asap w/ FBI report. 2 Belmont sees no problem w/ the report. 

Problem was LHO’s motive. . . (F.5/item15)2 

@ Rosen to Belmont 11/23/’63 62-109060-128 notes that Curry at 8:22 

P.M. that pix of Oswald holding rifle seals the case as far as he is concerned. 

.. According to Curry “This clinches it.” (F. 5item 17)


